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- Zoom on Evanced launch
- New staff schedule spreadsheet
- Virtual world for connecting community
Classes

For Adults
"Big Data and Online Privacy," on 5/11 from 6:00 PM-6:45 PM. *During the current pandemic, it is vital to maintain privacy online from "big brother," "big tech," and "big data." In this session, patrons discussed tips and tricks to avoid Big Data and what it means.*

For Caregivers
"Free Digital Services during Pandemic," on 5/19 from 3:30 PM-4:15 PM. *During the current pandemic, many digital resources have been made freely available to youngsters. Many popular ones were discussed.*

For Youth
"Minecraft Live Stream," on 5/7 from 3:30 PM-4:15 PM. *Minecraft creative mode was featured and discussed. It was like virtual legos!*

"Roblox Live Stream," on 5/21 from 3:30 PM-4:15 PM. *Teens were able to connect together in a joinable world created using the Roblox Studio game engine.*

"Chess Live Stream," on 5/28 from 3:30 PM-4:15 PM. *A discussion regarding chess strategy was held and then a virtual match was held live.*
Staff Sessions

Training
Zoom and Evanced: Training and Q&A Friday, May 22 · 11:00am – 1:00pm

- Discussed procedure updates with staff Zoom hosts and program coordinators. A Q&A session was held at the end.

Created various Youtube training Tutorials for staff

Programs Hosted

- “Lunchtime Meditation @ the Library,” on 5/6, 5/13, 5/20, and 5/27 from 12:00 PM-12:45 PM.
- “Library Town Hall #1” Tuesday, May 12 · 2:00 – 3:00pm
- “Staff Webinar Test,” on 5/27 from 1:00 PM-2:00 PM.
- “Author Staff Test Meeting,” on 5/28 from 9:30 AM-10:00 AM.
Other
Meetings
- The Daily Gathering Friday, May 8 · 3:30 – 4:30pm
- LIBRARY TOWN HALL Tuesday, May 12 · 2:00 – 3:00pm
- VR Research interview and discussion with Austin Olney Thursday, May 14 · 2:00 – 3:00pm
- Zoom Keepers meeting Friday, May 15 · 12:00 – 1:00pm
- Webinar Test with RJ and JL for author visit webinar Wednesday, May 27 · 1:00 – 2:00pm
- Meeting to discuss author visit program next week with NR and Beth Kava Thursday, May 28 · 9:30 – 10:30am
Tech Tasks

- Helped implement Zoom switch to evanced
- Set up Mayor Roach and other panelists for June 3rd's virtual author conversation event
- Inputted evanced programs into Zoom and back into evanced.
- Various tasks related to Zoom staff support
- Created way to import/combine/organize/query evanced reports in google sheets

- Created spreadsheet Zoom schedule, registering of events, videos to be saved, assigned hosts, and more

- Designed virtual world using the Roblox Studio game engine for youth meetup events

Have a great day!